Abstract: Convolution neural network(CNN) has been widely applied in many fields and achieved excellent results, especially in image classification tasks. As we all know, many factors affect the performance of image classification. In particular, the size of training data sets and the number of categories are important factors affecting performance. While for most people, a large number of training data set are difficult to obtain or need to do a classification task with a large number of categories. Thus, we consider two questions of this approach: How does the size of the data set affect performance? How does the number of categories affect performance? In order to figure out these two questions, we constructed two types of experiment: Experiment 1, changing the number of categories and exploring how the number of categories affects performance in image classification task. There are 7 groups experiment performed by increasing the number of categories and performed 5 times experiment in each group (35 times experiment in total). Observe the change in accuracy to analyze the impact of the number of categories on performance. Experiment 2, changing data set size and exploring how the data set size affect performance. For each k-classification experiment, we do 5 groups by increasing the size of the training set. There are 35 groups experiment performed 5 times experiment in each group (175 times experiment in total). Observe changes in accuracy to analyze the effect of data set size on performance. For the CNN-based network, the results of experiment 1 show that the more categories, the worse the performance, and the less categories, the better the performance. In addition, when the number of categories to be classified is large, sometimes better accuracy can be obtained. The results of experiment 2 show that the larger the training set, the higher the test accuracy. When the training data set are insufficient, better results can be obtained. Therefore, in classification experiment, when the data set size is small or the number of categories is large, we can do more experiments and retain the best results. Results of this paper not only can guide us to do experiments on image classification, but also have important guiding significance for other experiments based on deep learning.
Introduction
Image classification is the most classical task in machine learning [1] - [3] . It has important significance in many fields, such as object recognition, face recognition, image retrieval, computer vision and so on [4] - [6] . Image classification methods mainly include traditional machine learning methods and deep learning methods. Support Vector Machine (SVM) and K-nearest neighbor(KNN) algorithm are the most commonly used methods in traditional machine learning and have achieved good results [7] - [11] . However, for large training sets, both SVM method and KNN method have very large computational complexity, which requires a large amount of memory. Moreover, the classical support vector machine algorithm only gives two classes of classification algorithm, but in the practical application, it is generally necessary to solve the classification problem of multiple classes. Therefore, the method based on deep learning is widely used in image classification tasks, and breakthrough progress has been made [12] , [13] .
In recent years, with the development of hardware technology, especially the improvement of GPU computing power, deep learning has achieved rapid development in the field of image classification, especially convolutional neural networks have a significant effect on improving the accuracy of image classification. Currently, CNN-based image classification networks widely used include AlexNet [14] , VGG [15] , GoogLeNet [16] , ResNet [17] . However, for neural networks, it is well known that if we increase the number of layers, it will lead to gradient dispersion or gradient explosion, so that the accuracy of the training set will decline [18] . It is very harmful for classification network. Therefore, He Kaiming and his team proposed a residual network structure. Residual Network (ResNet) is a well-known CNN-based network structure for image classification [19] , [20] . The main advantage of ResNet is that the gradient can be transmitted through a shortcut connection, so that gradient dispersion or gradient explosion will not occur. The network structure can achieve excellent performance. However, in addition to the performance influenced by the network structure itself, the data set and the number of categories are also the influencing factors that cannot be ignored.
For image classification experiments, the number of categories and data set size have a great impact on the performance. In general, large data sets can improve classification accuracy, while small data sets can reduce classification accuracy. The more categories, the lower the accuracy. However, for most people, a large number of training data set are difficult to obtain and need to do a classification task with a large number of categories. In order to figure out the impact of the data set size and the number of categories on classification performance, we propose the following questions: How does the number of categories affect accuracy? When the number of categories is fixed, how does the size of the data set affect accuracy?
In order to answer these questions, we construct two types of multi-classification experiments. Based on the advantages of the ResNet described above, a 32-layer convolution network structure based on ResNet is constructed for image classification in our experiment. The data set we used was based on Cifar10 [21] . It includes 60,000 images for a total of 10 categories (each category with 6,000 images), and 50,000 images are used as training sets, 10,000 images are used as test sets [22] . We reclassified the Cifar10 data set into different size of training data sets.
• For experiment 1, We do 7 groups experiment by increasing the number of categories k (k ∈ {3, … , 9}). In each group, 5 times experiment were performed, and the average results of the five experiments was taken as the experimental result of the group. A total of 35 experiments were performed. Experimental results of the average accuracy show that the more the categories of classification, the worse the accuracy, the less the number of categories, the higher the accuracy. Furthermore, when the number of categories to be classified is large, sometimes better accuracy can be obtained.
• For experiment 2, for each k (k ∈ {3, … , 9}), 5 groups experiment were performed by increasing the size of the training set for each k-classification, 35 groups experiment in total. In each group, 5 times experiment were performed and the average results of the five times experiment was taken as the experimental result of the group. There are 175 experiments performed in total. Experimental results of average accuracy illustrate that the larger the training set, the higher the accuracy. However, when the training data set are insufficient, better results can be obtained.
Image Classification Based on Convolution Neural Network
As the most successful machine learning algorithm of today, Convolution Neural Network (CNN) has also widely adopted in image classification as the core algorithm [23] - [25] . The difference between deep convolutional neural network and traditional neural network is that convolutional neural network consists of several feature extractors composed of convolution layer and pool layer, and a neuron is only connected with some adjacent neurons [26] . Convolution neural network has the following properties: Firstly, convolution neural network has the characteristics of weight sharing. There are multiple feature maps in each convolution layer, and weight sharing is achieved through convolution kernel between the feature maps [27] . The direct benefit of sharing weights is to reduce the connectivity between layers of the network, while reducing the risk of over-fitting. Secondly, the subsampling layer is a very important layer in convolution neural networks. Subsampling, also known as pooling, usually includes mean pooling and max pooling. Subsampling can be regarded as a special convolution process [28] . Convolution and subsampling greatly simplify the complexity of the model and reduce the parameters of the model.
In general, the advantages of CNN are as follows: First of all, the convolutional network has the characteristics of local perception [29] . In simple terms, the size of the convolution kernel is generally smaller than the size of the input image, so the features extracted by the convolution will pay more attention to locality [30] . In fact, each neuron does not need to perceive the global image, but only needs to perceive the local image, and then the local information is integrated to get the global information. Second, the convolutional network has the characteristic of parameter sharing, which can greatly reduce the amount of computation. Third, the convolutional network uses multiple convolution kernels for convolution operations. Generally, people will not only use a single convolution kernel to filter the input image, because the parameters of a kernel are fixed, the extracted features will also be simple. It is like that we look at things, people must analyze things from multiple perspectives, so as to avoid prejudice to the thing as much as possible. Therefore, people also need multiple convolutional kernels to convolve the input image. Finally, pooling layer in convolutional network is very important. Adding a pooling layer behind the convolutional layer can well aggregate the features and reduce the dimension to reduce the amount of computation.
ResNet
Deep convolutional neural network has achieved breakthrough results in image classification [31] . Recent evidence shows that the depth of the network is crucial [32] . The team of the Shang Tang Company used the 1207-layer deep neural network to get the best performance in the 2016 ImageNet image classification. Most special visual recognition tasks also benefit greatly from the depth model.
However, blindly increasing the depth of the network may lead to gradient disappearance or gradient explosion, which will degrade the network performance. The main reason is the gradient dispersion caused by Back Propagation [33] . As a result, gradients cannot be delivered to all network layers. Therefore, the performance of the network will be degraded. In order to solve the problems raised above, He Kaiming and his team proposed Residual Network [34] , through the residual network structure, the layer can be very deep, and the accuracy is also very excellent. The authors point out that if a saturated accuracy has been learned (or when the error in the next layer is found to be larger), then the next learning goal is to turn to identical mapping learning, that is, the input x is approximated to the output H(x) to keeping the layers behind will not cause a drop in accuracy. To put it plainly, the input x is reintroduced into the output result, so that the weight of the stacking layer tends to zero, learning will be simple, and it will be more convenient to approach identity mapping. The classical method is to map x to F(x) + x through the network, then the network's mapping F(x) naturally tends to 0.
H(x) = σ(F(x)) + x where H(x) represents the output of the residual unit, x represents the input of residual unit, F(x) is residual function, σ represents ReLU activation function. It learns parameters through intermediate function F(x).
The formula F(x) + x can be implemented by a fast connection feed forward neural network. ResNet is equivalent to changing the learning goal, instead of learning a complete output, the training goal is to approximate the residual result F(x) (F(x) = H(x) − x) to zero. Therefore, as the network layer increases, the gradient will not disappear. Fig. 1 shows the structure of the residual unit, which stacked by conv-BN-ReLU-conv-BN layer. Fl−1 represents the output of the upper layer, and F represents the output of this layer.
This structure breaks the convention that the output of n − 1 layer of traditional neural network can only be input to n layer, so that the output of a certain layer can directly skip several layers as the input of the latter layer [35] . Its significance lies in providing a new direction for the problem of stacking multi-layer networks leading to an increase in error rate. Therefore, the number of the neural network layers can exceed the previous constraints, reaching dozens of layers, hundreds of layers or even thousands of layers, which provides feasibility for high-level semantic feature extraction and classification. 
Method

Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
In our experiment, we construct the training data set based on Cifar10. It has a total of 60,000 color images. These images are 32 × 32, divided into 10 categories, 6,000 images per category. For each category, randomly select 5,000 pictures as a training set and 1,000 pictures as the test set. We performed 2 types of classification tasks and made the corresponding different training data sets. The experiment data set is constructed as follows: Experiment 1: 7 groups (g) experiment are performed by increasing of categories (k ∈ {3, … , 9}) and we have done 5 (t) times experiment in each group.
Journal of Software 1. For g=1, k=3, we take 5,000 pictures of each category as the training set, the training data set size is 5,000×3=15,000.
2. For g=2, k=4, we take 5,000 pictures of each category as the training set, the training data set size is 5,000×4=20,000 3. · · · 4. Repeat the above steps until g=7, k=9.
Formally, for the k-th (k ∈ {3, … , 9}), the training data size is denoted as set1k g,t , then set1k g,t = 5, 000 × k where g (g ∈ {1, … , 7}) group and t (t ∈ {1, … , 5}) time. For example, if k = 5, g = 3, t ∈ {1, … , 5}, the training set is: performed by increasing the size of the training data set and we have done 5 (t) times experiment in each group. 1. For k=3, g=1, we take 1,000 pictures of each category as the training set, the training data set size is 1,000×3=3,000.
2. For k=3, g=2, we take 2,000 pictures of each category as the training set, the training data set size is 2,000×3=6,000.
3. ··· 4. Repeat the above steps until k=3, g=5.
Formally the k-th (k ∈ {3, … ,9}) and g (g ∈ {1, … ,5}) group, the training data size is denoted as
where t ∈ {1, … ,5}. For example, if k = 3, g = 2, t ∈ {1, … ,5}, the training set is: set23 2,t = 1,000×3×2 = 6,000
ResNet-32 Network
In order to analyze the impact of data set size and the number of categories on the performance, a 32 layers convolution neural network based on residual unit is constructed. The structure of our network model is illustrated in Figure 2 . The network is composed of residual units, the activation function uses ReLU, and the complement zero is set to SAME. Each residual block is stacked by conv-BN-ReLU-conv-BN layer followed by Pool layer and FC layer.
Network structure: We know that when the depth of the neural network is continuously increased, the accuracy of the model will rise first and reach saturation, and then continue to increase the depth will lead to a decrease in accuracy. Therefore, we should choose the appropriate depth when constructing the network. In order to determine how many layers of the network should be constructed we have done some experiments. We construct different depths of network structure (including 20 layers, 32 layers, 44 layers, 56 layers, and 110 layers), and train them separately to obtain different prediction accuracy (Table 1) . From Table 1 , we can see that when the network is 20 layers, the prediction accuracy is 91.65%. When the network layer is 32 layers, the prediction accuracy is 92.41%. Until the network layer is 110 layers, the prediction accuracy is 93.35%. From the above results, we can know that when the network layer is 110 layers, the prediction performance is best. However, the deeper the network, the higher the hardware configuration required. Moreover, the deeper the network, the longer time it takes to wait for training results. Furthermore, in this paper, the main research is the impact of the training set size and the number of categories on performance, and do not need a very deep a network. Based on the above reasons, we finally construct a 32-layer network to complete this experiment.
Learning rate strategy: Inspired by [36] and [37] , we set the initial learning rate (lr = 0.1), and the learning rate is reduced by 10 times per iteration. Because the initial learning rate is set too low, the network will converge slowly since you have made very few adjustments to the weight of the network. While if your learning rate is set too high, the network will not converge. Therefore, we set the initial learning rate to 0.1 and adopt the "Step Decay" strategy, so that the learning rate is reduced by 10 times per iteration.
Experiment configurations: To ensure the consistency of the experiment, we use accuracy as the quantization metric, 1000 epochs are trained for each experiment (batch_size = 100). All experiments are implemented in python2.7 by using Caffe framework. We train the networks on a NVIDIA Tesla M40 GPU and the model that performs the best on test data set are saved for further analysis. This experiment uses the cifar10 dataset, and 50000 images are used as a training set and 10000 images are used as a test set 
Training Classification Network
We completed 2 types of experiments. The effects of the number of categories on performance and the impact of data set size on classification performance are studied separately.
Experiment 1:
In experiment, 7 groups (g) experiment are performed in total with k (k ∈ {3, … , 9}).
For each group, the training data set size is 5,000*k. The details are as follows:
1. For g=1, k=3, the training set set13 1,t =15,000. 5 times (t ∈ {1, … , 5}) experiment are performed and carefully record each result and calculate the average performance in this group.
2. For g=2, k=4, the training set set14 2,t =20,000. 5 times (t ∈ {1, … , 5}) experiment are performed and carefully record each result and calculate the average performance in this group.
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3. ··· 4. Repeat the above steps until g=7, k=9.
Experimental 2:
In experiment, 5 groups (g) experiment are performed with a fixed k (k ∈ {3, … , 9}) and 5 times experiment in each group, 35 groups experiment are done in total. For each group, the training data set size grows by a gradient of 1,000×k×(g-1). The details are as follows:
Due to k×5,000 as training data size, k×1,000 as test data size, so when k=3, there are 18,000 images.
15,000 images can be used as training sets and 3,000 images can be used as test sets. For each 3-classification:
1. For g=1, the training set set23 1,t =3,000. 5 times (t ∈ {1, … , 5}) experiment are performed and carefully record each test result and calculate the average performance in this group.
2. For g=2, the training set set23 2,t =6,000. 5 times (t ∈ {1, … , 5}) experiment are performed and carefully record each test result and calculate the average performance in this group. 3. · · · 4. Repeat the above steps until g=5. 
Results and Discussion
Experiment 1
For experiment 1, 7 groups experiment were performed with k (k ∈ {3, … , 9}) and 5 times experiment for each group. We conducted a total of 35 (7 × 5) experiments and results are shown in Table 2 . For comparison, we take the average precision and maximum precision of each group and plot the curve in Fig.  3 , the horizontal axis corresponds to the number of classification categories, and the vertical axis corresponds to the quantization metric (accuracy). Calculate the average value of the 5 times experiment results for each group and plot them accordingly with the red curve, the blue point represents the maximum accuracy of each group.
From Fig. 3 and Table 2 , it is clear that all accuracy is above 0.9000. For k ∈ {3 , … , 9}, g ∈ {1 , … , 7}
and t ∈ {1 , … , 5}.
1. When set13 1,t =15,000, the highest accuracy is 0.977 and the average accuracy is 0.9629.
When set14
2,t =20,000, the highest accuracy is 0.9675 and the average accuracy is 0.9418. 3. ... 7,t =45,000, the highest accuracy is 0.9356 and the average accuracy is 0.9290. From the above experimental results, we can know that as the number of categories increases, the test accuracy is gradually decreasing. Although there are some fluctuations, it is generally declining. The number Volume 14, Number 4, April 2019 of categories is inversely proportional to the performance of the classification.
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Furthermore, by analyzing the results of k = 5 and k = 7 in Table 2 , we can see that when the number of categories is large, sometimes we can also achieve better results. For k(k ∈ {3 , … , 9}), g ∈ {1 , … , 7} and t ∈ {1 , … , 5}.
1. When k = 5, g = 3 and t = 4, training set size set15 3, 4 =25,000, the accuracy is 0.9574.
2. When k = 7, g = 5 and t = 1, training set size set17 5, 1 =35,000, the accuracy is 0.9517. From the above results, we can see that the accuracy of k=7 can sometimes reach the accuracy of k=5. Therefore, when a large number of categories, sometimes we can get better results.
Experiment 2
For experiment 2, fix k (k ∈ {3 , … , 9}) and perform 5 groups experiment for each classification(35 groups experiment in total), Fig. 4 to 10 show the corresponding accuracy, the horizontal axis corresponds to the size of the training set, and the vertical axis corresponds to the test accuracy. Calculate the average of each group's accuracy and connect it with red curve.
From the trend of the curve, we can know that the accuracy is constantly increasing as the training set increases. For example, from Fig. 4 , we can see that for k = 3, and g, t∈{1 , … , 5}.
1. When set23 1,t =3,000, the average precision is 0.7351.
When set23 2,t
=6,000, the average precision is 0.9715.
3. When set23 3,t =9,000, the average accuracy is 0.9746.
When set23 4,t
=12,000, the average accuracy is 0.9597.
When set23 5,t
=15,000, the average accuracy is 0.9711. From the above data, we can know that when the training set size=3,000, the classification performance is poor. However, when the training set size=6,000, the classification performance has been greatly improved, and with the increase of the training set, the classification performance is constantly increasing.
Similarly, by analyzing Fig. 5, 6 , 7, 8, 9, 10 we can see that, for average accuracy, the larger the training set, the higher the accuracy. As the training set increases, the performance of the classification is gradually increasing. The performance of the classification is proportional to the size of the training set. Furthermore, analyzing 5 groups experiment results for each k-classification, we can know that when the training samples are insufficient, while sometimes better results can be obtained. For example, when k = 5, the better accuracy obtained by set25 1, 5 =5,000 is approach to the accuracy obtained by 5 set25 2, 3 =10,000.
When k = 6, the better accuracy obtained by set26 1, 2 =6,000 is approach to the accuracy obtained by set26 2, 1 =12,000. In each group experiment results, when k = 3, 4, 5, the small difference exists in accuracy, but when k = 6, 7, 8, 9, the big difference exists in accuracy, so we can know that for the same network, the more categories that are classified, the more obvious the performance difference.
Similarly, From Fig. 5 , we can see that for k = 4, and g, t ∈ {1 , … , 5}.
1. When set24 1,t =4,000, the average precision is 0.7866. 2,t =8,000, the average precision is 0.9334. The average accuracy of the 8,000 training set is much higher than the average accuracy of the 4,000 training set. However, the best result of a training set with 4,000 is approach to the poor result of a training set with 8,000. Fig. 4 . Set k = 3, and g, t ∈ {1, 2, … , 5}. Each square point represents the t-th experiment results in g-th group, and the red circle points represent the average of the results of each group. We connect the average of each group result with a polyline to obtain a trend graph of experimental results. group, and the red circle points represent the average of the results of each group. We connect the average of each group result with a polyline to obtain a trend graph of experimental results. Fig. 7 . Set k = 6, and g, t ∈ {1, 2, … , 5}. Each square point represents the t-th experiment results in g-th group, and the red circle points represent the average of the results of each group. We connect the average of each group result with a polyline to obtain a trend graph of experimental results. Fig. 8 . Set k = 7, and g, t ∈ {1, 2, … , 5}. Each square point represents the t-th experiment results in g-th group, and the red circle points represent the average of the results of each group. We connect the average of each group result with a polyline to obtain a trend graph of experimental results. Fig. 9 . Set k = 8, and g, t ∈ {1, 2, … , 5}. Each square point represents the t-th experiment results in g-th group, and the red circle points represent the average of the results of each group. We connect the average of each group result with a polyline to obtain a trend graph of experimental results. Fig. 10 . Set k = 9, and g, t ∈ {1, 2, … , 5}. Each square point represents the t-th experiment results in g-th group, and the red circle points represent the average of the results of each group. We connect the average of each group result with a polyline to obtain a trend graph of experimental results.
When set24
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the effect of data set size and the number of categories on performance in multi-classification experiments. For experiment 1, 7 groups experiment are performed with different category numbers and 5 times are performed in each group (35 times experiment in total). For experiment 2, we do 5 groups experiment by increasing the size of the training set for each category, and the data set of each group was increased by a gradient of 1000×k×(g-1). There are 35 groups experiment performed with 5 times experiment in each group (175 times experiment in total). The results of experiment 1 show that, for the average accuracy, the more categories, the worse the performance, and the less categories, the better the performance. Therefore, in future experiments, we can reduce the number of categories in order to improve accuracy. In addition, when the number of categories to be classified is large, sometimes higher accuracy can be obtained. So, for classification experiments with a large number of categories, we can train more times to get the most accurate results. The results of experiment 2 show that, for the average accuracy of each group, the larger the training set, the better the classification performance. However, when the number of training data is insufficient, sometimes better classification results can be obtained. Therefore, when you do classification experiments, if you can't get a large data set, you can do more experiments and choose the best results. Furthermore, in each group experiment results, the more categories that are classified, the more obvious the performance difference. In the future, the results of this paper not only can guide us to do experiments on image classification, but also have important guiding significance for other experiments.
